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CENTRE FOR RESEARCH IN ADVANCED COMPUTING SYSTEMS 
I. FOCUS  

CRACS – Centre for Research in Advanced Computing Systems 
focuses on developing scalable software systems for 
challenging, multidisciplinary applications. Towards this goal we 
have contributed to the areas of programming languages, 
parallel and distributed computing, security and privacy, 
information mining, and Web based systems. 

II. HISTORY  

CRACS was founded in 2007 as an independent R&D unit, 
recognized and evaluated as Very Good by FCT. It is based at 
the CS Department at the Faculty of Science of the University of 
Porto, and it became formally associated with INESC TEC in 
2011. CRACS members include 15 senior researchers (mostly 
faculty), 8 post-docs, 38 trainees, and 1 shared secretary and 
S&T officer. 

CRACS research is organized in two foundational areas and one 
application area: 

LANGUAGES AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING – our team leads 
in the design of high-level programming languages that 
integrate logical and probabilistic reasoning, supporting tabling 
and parallelism. YAP Prolog and Logtalk are our flagship 
systems focusing on programming in the large, and used 
worldwide for research and by industry. Applications include 
machine learning and data mining communities. Our interest in 
systems that are “correct-by-design” has led us to target 
languages for mobile distributed environments, namely, 
wireless sensor networks (WSN). We aim at designing 
middleware frameworks capable of supporting sensing and 
actuation activities in large WSN deployments, with a focus on 
scalability, energy efficiency and seamless management; and 
innovative peer-to-peer middleware and cloud-computing 
platforms, specifically for ad-hoc networks of mobile devices; 
scheduling for edge-computing.  

SECURITY AND PRIVACY – we contribute both to fundaments in 
cryptography and complexity theory, and to applied work in 
improving usability of privacy and security in software and 
systems. Applications include user-controlled identity 
management systems, secure identity cards and 
authentication, specialized algorithms and tools for sharing 
sensitive data while preserving privacy, ethical hacking and 
penetration testing for pre-emptive vulnerability detection. We 
collaborate with the Portuguese Data Protection Commission as 
consultants in national projects and with Portuguese National 
Security Agency on auditing systems and developing solutions 
to secure mobile communications. 

KNOWLEDGE IN A WORLD OF DATA – we collaborate with 
teams from academia and the broader community, focusing 
throughout in applications that challenge our core 
technologies. Example work includes author identification, 
recommendation systems, semantic relatedness sentiment 
discovery, complex networks analysis, electronic health records 
(EHR) analysis, early cancer detection, fetal monitoring, and 
processing high-throughput genomics data. 

III. INDICATORS 
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IV. RELEVANT PROJECTS  

In the period 2013/17, CRACS raised over 2.8 million Euros in 
competitive projects funding. Relevant projects with CRACS in 
the leading role: 

Hyrax - Crowd-Sourcing Mobile Devices to Develop Edge Clouds, 
is a CMU-Portugal project involving CMU’s Priya Narasimhan, 
FCT-UNL and 3 industrial partners, Yinzcam, Wavecom and 
Geolink. It is driven by a novel vision of a 
computational/storage cloud comprised solely of a collection of 
nearby wireless edge devices, pooling these devices’ data and 
processing power to support a new class of proximity-aware 
applications. Crowdsourcing user generated replays is an 
example of an app developed within HYRAX.  

Digi-NewB - Non-invasive monitoring of perinatal health 
through multiparametric digital representation of clinically 
relevant functions, funded by EU-H2020. It aims to improve 
care for the newborns in neonatal units, reducing mortality, 
morbidity and health costs. In the scope of the project a cohort 
of more than 700 newborns will be monitored. Our task within 
the project is to develop new non-linear parameters and 
composite indices to be displayed on a dedicated interface in 
neonatal units trying to anticipate the diagnosis of sepsis. 

ABLe - Advice-Based learning for Health, funded by FCT. It 
aimed at integrating physician expertise and machine learning 
into graphical models that will accurately estimate breast 
cancer risk after image-guided breast biopsy, in order to 
address the problem of biopsy sampling error. 

Reminds - RElevance MINing and Detection System, funded 
within the UTAustin-Portugal partnership. It aims at 
automatically detecting relevancy (from a journalistic 
perspective) in social media posts. The approaches are directly 
detecting relevancy based on journalistic criteria; detecting 

irrelevancy using the same criteria, and pattern mining on 
comments of relevant posts. 

V. HIGHLIGHTED PUBLICATIONS  

In 2013/17, CRACS published 241 peer reviewed papers of 
which 66 are journal. Ten representative journal articles of 
current integrated members are:  

[1] S. Alves and M. Fernández, “A graph-based framework for 
the analysis of access control policies”, in Theoretical Computer 
Science, vol. 685, 3-22, July 2017. 
[2] A. Paes, G. Zaverucha, V. Santos Costa, “On the use of 
stochastic local search techniques to revise first-order logic 
theories from examples”, in Machine Learning, vol. 106, 197-
241, February 2017. 
[3] L. Antunes, H. Buhrman, A. Matos, A. Souto, A. Teixeira, 
“Distinguishing Two Probability Ensembles with One Sample 
from each Ensemble”, in Theory of Computing Systems, vol. 59, 
517-531, March 2016. 
[4] M. Areias, R. Rocha, “A Lock-Free Hash Trie Design for 
Concurrent Tabled Logic Programs”, in Int. Journal of Parallel 
Programming, Springer, 44, 386-406, 2016.  
[5] L. Lopes and F. Martins, “A Safe-By-Design Programming 
Language for Wireless Sensor Networks”, in Journal of Systems 
Architecture, vol. 63, 16-32, Feb. 2016. 
[6] C. A. Martínez-Angeles, H. Wu, I. Dutra, V. Santos Costa, J. 
Buenabad-Chávez, “Relational Learning with GPUs: Accelerating 
Rule Coverage”, in Int. Journal of Parallel Programming, 
Springer, 44, 663-685, 2016.  
[7] S. Choobdar, Pedro Ribeiro, S. Parthasarathy, F. Silva, 
“Dynamic inference of social roles in information cascades”, in 
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, Springer, vol. 29, 1152-
1177, 2015. 
[8] J. P. Leal and T. Costa, “Tuning a Semantic Relatedness 
Algorithm using a Multiscale Approach”, in Computer Science 
and Information Systems, vol. 12, 635-654, June 2015.  
[9] F. Cruz, R. Rocha, S. C. Goldstein and F. Pfenning, “A Linear 
Logic Programming Language for Concurrent Programming over 
Graph Structures”, in Journal of Theory and Practice of Logic 
Programming, vol. 14, 493-507, July 2014. 
[10] P. Ribeiro, F. Silva, “G-Tries: a data structure for storing 
and finding subgraphs”, in Data Mining and Knowledge 
Discovery, Springer, 28, 337-377, 2014.  

VI. KEY PERSONS 
Fernando Silva. Parallel and Distributed Computing. 
Algorithms. Founder and former leader of CRACS. 

Vítor Santos Costa. Logic Programming, Machine Learning. 
World leader in Prolog implementation. 

Luís Antunes. Cryptography, Security and Privacy. Leads the 
Competence Center in Cyber Security and Privacy (C3P) of 
UPorto. Leader of CRACS. 
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